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For the first time, the 3 137 artist run space announces an open call for exhibition 
proposals, one of which will be realised in 2017. 3 137 is an initiative led by three 
artists which functions as a collaborative project space. Its public program is a 
narrative conceived as a joint dialogue between its founders, invited individuals and 
the surrounding community. 

On its fifth anniversary, 3 137 is happy to announce an open call for ideas, 
exhibition proposals, collective initiatives and suggestions for solo presentations 
by artists, curators, writers, musicians, cooks, astronomers, architects, designers, 
scientists or amateurs of any kind.

The one selected proposal will be realised in May/June 2017.

Criteria for selection of the proposal includes: 
-The extent to which the proposal engages with 3 137’s existing narrative tools.
-The extent to which the proposal engages with the current nature and strategies 
of the Athenian art scene; how the proposal addresses and/or neglects the current 
condition of the city.
-The artistic practices, methodologies and decisions that the project seeks to realize.

Regarding final implementation of the selected proposal, 3 137 will offer organisa-
tional support both in terms of production and communication. Financial support for 
production of the event will be equivalent to the amount raised by the open call for 
proposals.  Participants are welcome and encouraged to apply for external financial 
support – for funds or grants – through other institutions, foundations, etc. In this 
case, such potential economical support must be mentioned in the application.

Open Call
3 137
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Please send us:
1. A digital file (pdf or a collection of jpg files) which describes or 
introduces you, including images of previous projects (10MB max). 
2. The 3 137 open call application which includes the following texts:  
a. Your proposal.
b. The reasons why you are interested in collaborating with 3 137, taking into 
consideration the fact that it is based in and consciously engaged with 
the city of Athens.
c. An indicative financial outline of your project, so as to best support realisation 
of your proposal. 
3. Receipt of payment for application fee.

The proposals can be written in English or Greek and must be sent exclusively in 
digital form to opencall3137@gmail.com 
The final date for submitting your application is midnight on March 21st, 2017.

The application cost is:
12€ for transfers within Greece (10 euro application costs / 2 euro bank fee).
14€ for international transfers (10 euro application costs / 4 euro bank fee). 

Payment methods: 
Bank Transfer
3 137 / Account Number: 5080 082881 451 / Bank: PIRAEUS BANK SA 
IBAN: GR84 0172 0800 0050 8008 2881 451 / SWIFT: PIRBGRAA
Paypal 
Send your payment to opencall3137@gmail.com

The final decision regarding the selected proposal will be made by the founding 
members of 3 137, Chrysanthi Koumianaki, Kosmas Nikolaou and Paky Vlassopoulou. 
The final decision cannot be disputed.

During the selection process advisory meetings will take place with
Poppy Bowers (Curator at Whitworth Art Gallery), James Bridle (Artist and Writer), 
Alexandra Ikonomou (Gallerist), Irini Bachlitzanaki (Artist), Iris Likourioti (Architect, 
Professor at the University of Thessaly) and Evita Tsokanta (Independent Curator). 
These meetings aim to establish a holistic view of the submitted proposals, taking 
into consideration the degree to which the above mentioned practitioners contribute 
to the subsistence of the artistic scene in Athens.

We are looking forward to your proposals!
Our very bests,
3 137
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Application Form

Name

Date of Birth

Nationality

e-mail

Telephone Number

Skype

Webpage (if possible)

Address

How did you learn about 
the open call? 

Are you interested in 
allowing your material to 
remain at 3 137 as part of 
its archive, enabling its 
use for potential future 
research or collaboration?

yes no
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Proposal 
(500 words max)
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Why are you interested in
collaborating with 3 137, taking

into consideration the fact that it 
is based in and consciously

engages with the city of Athens? 
(250 words max)
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Indicative financial outline 
of your project

(detail your project’s financial expenses and 
alternative possible funding 

which may support your project)

I have read and agreed 
to the terms and conditions

yes
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Open Call
The competition is held under the auspices of the non-profit organization named “3 137 Non Profit Organization.”

The competition aims to promote artistic and creative expression unrestricted by theme, to help artists broaden their 
intellectual and artistic horizon, and strengthen their ties with international art and culture. 

Terms of Participation: 
1. Artists must be a minimum of 16 years of age in order to participate in the Call. 
2. Proposals for exhibitions, one-off events, group or individual projects, involving any and all practices, 
techniques or media are eligible. 
3. Exhibitions/events at 3 137’s space shall have a maximum duration of three weeks. 
4. By participating, each artist guarantees that the proposal submitted does not infringe on any copyright 
held by a third party. 
5. Each submitted application shall pay the sum of 10€ (ten euro) plus bank transfer fees, 2€ (two euro) for transfers 
within Greece and 4€ (four euro) for international transfers. The proceeds will go towards implementation of the cho-
sen proposal as well as expenses incurred by 3 137. Each submitted application will be provided with a receipt.  
6. In no instance will the participation fee be reimbursed, and by submitting their declaration of participation to the 
Organization, each participant in this contest waives all related rights and objections related to compensation, 
fully accepting all the terms of the contest as valid, in force, and incontestable before all courts or other authorities. 
7. Each individual may participate in the Call with more than one proposal as long as each proposal and 
relevant fee is submitted separately. 
8. A document serving as proof of payment must be attached to each completed proposal for participation and 
presentation of digital material. 
9. Proposals will be judged by the members of 3 137 and the results shall not be disputed through judicial or 
other means. 
10.  Announcement of the result will be posted on the 3 137 website and Facebook page. The participant whose 
proposal has been selected will be notified via email. Notifications will not be sent to all participants. 

The organizers have the following rights regarding use of material from the chosen proposal: 
1. Right of photographic reproduction and publication of the exhibition/project. 
2. Right to publish the works in an exhibition catalogue with an unlimited number of copies. 
3. Right to include photographs of the works in publications (print or electronic form) in collaboration with 
various institutions. The Organizers reserve the right to decide the number of publications and copies. 
4. Right of publication in newspapers and other media as well as use of print and electronic media for promotional 
purposes, in any manner. 
5. Right to use and display photos online. 
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